Evaluation of the vestibulo-ocular reflex using sinusoidal off-vertical axis rotation in patients with acoustic neurinoma.
The vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) was studied to examine the utility of off-vertical axis rotation (OVAR) in the diagnosis of acoustic neurinoma. Subjects were sinusoidally rotated with eyes open in complete darkness at frequencies of 0.4 and 0.8 Hz with a maximum angular velocity of 60 degrees /s at either earth-vertical axis rotation (EVAR) or OVAR. Thirteen patients with acoustic neurinomas were investigated. Results showed that VOR gain during OVAR at 0.8 Hz and in a 30 degrees nose-up position in patients with internal auditory canal tumors was significantly less than the gain measured during EVAR. The VOR gain measured from all patients (including those with tumors extending to the cerebellopontine angle) was not significantly different when the patients were subjected to EVAR and OVAR. These observations were possibly due to superior vestibular nerve dysfunction. We concluded that certain stimulating parameters--patient's nose tilted up 30 degrees; sinusoidal OVAR at 0.8 Hz and 60 degrees /s maximum angular head velocity--were useful for evaluating vestibular function in patients suffering from an acoustic neurinoma located within the internal auditory canal.